
Stack&Whack- Lemoyne Star 

Supplies: 
Book-"Magic Stack & Whack Quilts" by Bethany S. Reynolds
Rotary cutter I find the cutters with 45 mm blades are usually the easiest to use, but due to 
the number of layers that you will be cutting through a 60 mm cutter would be preferred if you 
have one 

Rotary cutting mat- the most versatile size is 18 x 24. Larger is nice, but is hard to transport to 
class, and does not always fit on the tables. Smaller mats are very awkward when cutting long 
strips of fabric 
6x 24 gridded ruler that must have 45 degree angles shown on it - it comes in handy to have a 

smaller ruler for smaller cuts (3x12, or 4x16) but is not necessary. 
Scissors- smali to snip threads and large if needed for cutting fabric. 
Quilters pins- long pins either flower head must be flower head or some other flat head pin 
Seam ripper
Sewing machine that you are familiar with in good working order.
% inch foot for sewing machine. 
Good quality thread in a neutral color - i.e.: gray, tan or off white. 

10 zip lock bags (gallon size) 

Fabric:* 
if you have a magic mirror or can find a shop with one, fabric choices will be much easier to 
make. The mirror allows you to see what 45 degree diamonds will look like when put 
together. 
Main fabric- see book, but the short answer is that you must have 8 (eight) repeats of the 
pattern in your fabric plus a few inches. The book gives excellent advice on picking a fabric.
Background fabric-3 4 yards
Accent fabric 1 yard 
Binding-5/8 yard 

*you really should have the book before you pick your fabric- it will be a great help in fabric
selection. We are doing the LeMoyne Star throw. The instructions begin on page 52 and the 

picture of the finished quilt is on page 68. 



Stack& Whack- Lemoyne Star 

Week 1: 
Cut fabric 

Week 2 
Learn to make stars finish any at home that are not finished in class 

Week 3: 
Learn to make checkerboard sashing -finish any at home that are not finished in class 

Week 4: 
Assemble quilt top 

Stack&Whack LeMoyne Star 

Make a fun quilt using one fabric for the stars and like magic all the stars are different. The 
magic is all in the way you stack and cut the fabric. Intermediate 


